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30 Quick Content Ideas for the Solopreneur
When you’re running a small business, connecting with your prospects and customers can be difficult. Day after busy day,
the emails, blog posts, and social media posts you wanted to write get put on the back burner. Because you’ve got more
important issues to deal with.
Then, when you finally get a minute to write...your mind goes blank. As blank as the computer screen in front of you.
When your brain feels like mush, coming up with content ideas is tough. That’s why we created 30 ideas to get your
creative juices flowing.
Plus, we’re including 10 writing prompts to start you off on the right foot.
In addition to your amazing offering, your community wants your knowledge. They’d like to get to know you better. And
they could really use some consistent support.
Make content creation a priority. And use these ideas to save yourself some time and energy.
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Content Ideas
1) After hosting or attending an event, write down 5 things you learned. Share those in a
blog post or email.
2) When a prospect asks you a question about your product or service, write it down.
Tally the number of times that question gets asked. If it’s more than 10, consider
sharing it as an FAQ on your website.
3) Write about an industry fear you've had to overcome. (For example, we might tell you
about how sales pages scare the snot out of us!) Your contacts want to know that you
understand their pain.
4) What makes you angry? It’s not a stretch to assume your contacts have shared in that
same frustration. Sharing these experiences creates empathy and an opportunity to
offer solutions.
5) Share the story about the first time you realized what you do makes a difference. You could also quantify the number of
“differences” you’ve made since then.
6) Include a testimonial at the top of an email or blog post. Then, share in greater detail that person's story. What were things like
before they found you? What products did they get from you? What did you ultimately help them achieve? Your prospects want to
know the specifics.
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7) Share a time when helping someone else resulted in your best day. Ask for similar experiences from your community. This option
would work well on social media.
8) Share a time when your expertise left you wanting. For example, “I fancy myself a chef but, holy smokes, the dinner party I hosted
last night went down in flames!” Be fun and laugh at yourself. Then elaborate on what you learned from the experience.
9) Describe a mundane part of your business and how you LOVE IT! Describe it in detail, mention how it makes you feel, and wrap
things up with how you knew you wanted to get into your industry.
10) Pick a quality product or service, relevant to your industry, and highlight it. Just
be sure to check if the company, whose product or service you plan to feature, has an
affiliate program. No reason you can’t get a commission for promoting something you
love.
11) Imagine each day is only 12 hours long. Write about what you would edit and
what you would add. Good opportunity to share best practices.
12) Talk about your great obsession. Whether business related or personal
everyone appreciates someone with passion.
13) People love buying from charitable businesses. Let your community know
which charities you or your business support. You might consider running a promo
with part of your proceeds going to your charity.
14) Describe a time you invested in yourself and the results you saw in your
business or personal life. Start with “It’s not selfish to invest in yourself.”
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15) Do a side-by-side comparison of what you offer and your competitors’ products or services.
16) Write about what you truly value and how it motivates you.
Remember to engage your contact by asking what they value.
17) Write your conversion story. Whether it be about your business
or new way of doing something. This can provide important
connection points with your contact and start developing loyalty.
18)

Write about a time something was in your way. Compare it to an
obstacle you’ve overcome recently. And then ask your contact
what is getting in their way.

19) Avoiding conflict is impossible. Write about a time it went well
and a time it didn’t. Relate what you learned from the experience
and apply it to your industry.
20) You're stuck on a long flight, who do you want to sit by?
Elaborate on the people that have made an impact on you and
how that translates to your business.
21) Write about the “Number One” of your industry. For example, the number one: time waster, benefit, selling item, etc. Offer your
product or service as the solution. Don’t forget to link to that cart!
22) Remember those “Choose Your Own Adventure”? Start there. Tell your own story in that form and where your choices have led
you (or could have led you). Invite contacts to share their story.
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23) Share an embarrassing moment. Embrace authenticity and let your contacts laugh with you. There is nothing more comforting and
universal than a good embarrassing story.
24) Everyone has had unrealistic expectations. Write about yours and how you have corrected them or maybe even exceeded them.
25) Share about the things you miss the most. As related to the pandemic, time
away from home, or from your childhood. Then offer a little bit of that comfort
through a promotion.
26) Celebrate a milestone! Write about your 1000th customer, anniversary, or
year of weekly emails completed. Show your contacts that you push hard and
cheer even louder.
27) Collect and share a “Favorite Things” list. This can be related to a time
period and be reworked over and over again. For example, June’s Favorite
Recipes or This Week’s Health Habits.
28) Write up a progress report comparing where you were a year ago to where you are now. You could easily pivot this idea and write
up a progress report for your contact as well. Start with, “Well, look at you now!”
29) Share what’s on the horizon for your business. Detail upcoming events, new products, and calendaring. Make it feel special by
offering a sneak peak option or exclusive access.
30) And finally, if you don’t have a solid idea by now...write about that! Ask your community what content they’d like to receive from
you. Then write about those topics - mentioning and thanking the person who gave you the idea.
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Writing Prompts
Answer a Question
Hey [CONTACT’S NAME],
Last week, I had a [PROSPECT] ask me [QUESTION]. And I figured, if they had questions, you might too.
Today, I’d like to discuss that question in detail…

Shocking Revelation
Hey [CONTACT’S NAME],
If there’s one thing I’ve learned about the [YOUR INDUSTRY] industry...it’s that [SHOCKING REVELATION ABOUT YOUR INDUSTRY].

SoapBox
Hey [CONTACT’S NAME],
Alright, I’m gonna get right to the point. (And forgive me if I get a little passionate...I’m kind of worked up.)
I am so tired of [ANTAGONIST] thinking it’s okay to [NEGATIVE ACTION.]

Be Ever So Humble
Hey [CONTACT’S NAME],
Few things are more humbling than [COMMON PROBLEM OF TARGET MARKET], and I am here to tell you that I am no exception.
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Solving this [COMMON PROBLEM] is one of the reasons I do what I do.

“Unlearning”
Hey [CONTACT’S NAME],
Here’s the thing about moving forward... sometimes you have to take a step back. Unlearn a few things to gain a more solid footing for
the future.
“Unlearning” can be an eye opening experience.
If you’re suffering with [PROSPECT PAIN POINT], here are a few things you may need to unlearn:

So There Was This One Time
Hey [CONTACT’S NAME],
So there was this one time I was [UNIQUE EXPERIENCE, Ex. in a different country] and would you believe [UNEXPECTED EVENT]?!
This [UNIQUE EXPERIENCE] opened me to [NEW PERSPECTIVE].
Look what else I discovered:

I’m Fired UP
Okay [CONTACT’S NAME],
Can I get something off my chest? I have to admit, [PERSONAL/INDUSTRY FRUSTRATION] is driving me crazy.
[TIME PERIOD, Ex. Yesterday, Last year] I was [EXAMPLE OF EXPERIENCING PERSONAL/INDUSTRY FRUSTRATION].
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I See You
Hey [CONTACT’S NAME],
Today, as I was [EVERYDAY EXPERIENCE, Ex. in traffic, watching my kids play outside], I couldn’t help but think how similar it was to the
challenges you must be experiencing.
[DESCRIBE ANALOGY]

You Will Never Be Perfect
Hey [CONTACT’S NAME],
Are you feeling uncomfortable with [GOAL TARGET MARKET IS TRYING TO ACHIEVE]? Well, sure! It’s not an easy process.
Which is why it is important to say:
You will never have a perfect [CHOSEN TOPIC, Ex. Life, body]
It is okay to not be perfect. Settle into that truth. And move forward with drive and purpose. You are not looking for perfect results.
You’re looking for perfect intention.
Here’s what my best intentions look like…

What a WASTE
Hey [CONTACT’S NAME],
Feeling guilty about your [HIGHLIGHTED TOPIC, Ex. Ambition, education, body] is such a waste of time. And while I’m at it, so is:
[LIST TOPICS/PAIN POINTS]
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